ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Claudia Sepulveda, Bid Clerk/Buyer

Date: December 20, 2006

Subject: Bid# 06-110, Mobile Computer Terminals for the Sheriff's Office

Vendors are instructed to make the following corrections to the specifications:

   The quantity should be changed from 1 to 10 units.

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal. The Sheriff's Office has responded to the following questions:

1. On bid #06-110b you request a Panasonic Toughbook model CF-29. The 29 series is discontinued and the 30 series is replacing it. Will you be revising the bid?

   It is alright to quote the CF-30, however funding is limited so if the cost goes up very much we will have to decrease the number of units purchased accordingly.

2. On the “One Year Warranty” is that extended warranty or warranty included?

   The warranty is the regular included warranty.

3. Could you please be more specific on the M2P-24 Power Surge Protector fuse? What is this used for?

   The surge protector is to prevent any power surge from the vehicle battery from damaging the computer.